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zadaci masinstvo: Rječnik za sljedeći roman?????? Dnevni list Edhem Mulabdic: Zeleno busenje roman povijesti Bosne
i Hercegovine u dvije sezonke. Book idea, publishing and translation are in the hands of Jelena Šafrin and Marko Tokić.

When the story of the Bosnian war is completed, it will be the book of all books on the topic of the Bosnian war. The
time is 1993. The war is at its peak. The danger of losing the country, its future is clear. Edhem Mulabdic is the main

character in the story. He grew up in Sarajevo, the city during the war. After the end of war, the city is in ruins. On the
other hand, Edhem was born as a Bosnian Serb and raised as a Muslim. The future of the country is at stake. Edhem

hopes that the only thing that will save the country and its future is a good government that will be elected. At the same
time, he cannot trust the government of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the five pages of Zeleno busenje (I hope to use this
word in every article) the young man finds an opportunity to change his life and become a good man. He will also make
many friends. His friends will, in the end, ask him to help them. And in this book he tells them that he will fulfill their

wishes. He will also make many enemies. He will also meet the most vicious person in his life. I am sure that this person
is not Edhem's enemy, but his friend. I think that all this will happen to every person who lived through war. Zeleno

busenje is the title of the book. Zeleno means "safe" in Bosnian. In this book Edhem will experience life in Sarajevo,
where so many were murdered or got injured. He will also experience life in a refugee camp and witness the end of the
war. On the other hand, it will be a chance for him to become a man in his own way. Edhem will face tough situations
such as eating of dead bodies, waiting for someone to save him, etc. In this book, he will also find out that life is not so

easy. It includes many dark moments, moments that make you wonder whether anyone 82138339de
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